
Orchard Nursery 2024 Rose List 
Bush Roses $49.99

Rose Groups Fragrance

H- Hybrid Tea LS Landscape f- light

F- Floribunda ML Miniature/Landscape ff- moderate

G-Grandiflora C Climber fff- strong

S- Shub MF Mini Flora

Variety Color #of petalsinch feet

ABBAYE DE CLUNY H apricot,  fff 30 4in 3-4x2-3 Modern apricot tones adorn these cupped, antique rose-shaped immense blooms.

ABOUT FACE G apricot/bronze f 30-35 4 5-6x3-4 Lighter lasting golden-orange color is on the inside with a distinct darker bronzy-red outside. 

ADOBE SUNRISE F salmon orange f 50-55 3.3 3x2 almost always in bloom displaying excellent color and the ability to self clean. 

ALL DRESSED UP G medium pink, f 35-50 3.5 5x3-4 Glossy, dark green foliage frames frilly, watermelon pink flowers from spring to fall. 

AL AMERICAN MAGIC G red,yellow,pink,cream ff 35 5.5 x 2-3 More disease resistant than othe striped roses. Fruity fragrance. Unique striping. 

ANGEL FACE F lavender, fff 25-30 4 3-4x3 Loads of ruffled lavender blossoms permeate the air with the strong perfume of sweet citrus flowers.

ANNA'S PROMISE G apricot gold ff 35 4 5-6x4-5 Unique color combination of golden petals with a pink blush and glowing bronze reverse 

APRICOT & CREAM H apricot, f 45+ 4.5 5 x 3 Good for cutting. More disease resistant than other Hybrid Teas. Apricot blending to creamy ivory edges. 

ARCTIC BLUE F lavende pink/mauve fff 35-40 4 5x4 citrus-like fragrance , fully double, lilac pink blooms,creamy white reverse

BALL GOWN ROMATICA H medium pink fff 100 4 6x2-3 Lush pink rose opens w/ over 100 petals per bloom!Intense fragrance, Powder, Classic Rose, Very Strong

BELINDAS DREAM S medium pink ff 100+ 4 5x5 Truly captivating in the garden with its large, double blooms, cupped pink petals, and strong fragrance.

BEST KEPT SECRET H white, pink edges fff 35-45 4.8 4 x 2-3 Strong citrus fragrance. Excellent disease resistance. Good for cutting. Compact plant. 

BLACK BACCARA H deep red f 45 3.3 5-6x2-3  One-of-a-kind Hybrid Tea. Velvety texture of the petals & unique color will be an instant success in your garden.

BLUE GIRL H silvery lilac lavender f 30-35 5 3x3  Clear clean lavender tones and large blooms produced by this vigorous plant 

BOLERO F white fff 100 3 3-4x2-3 This compact Floribunda has an extraordinarily strong fragrance of traditional rose mixed with tropical fruit. 

BRANDY H warm apricot ff 25-30 5 4-6x3 Very lovely large classically-formed flowers possess the richest apricot color yet in roses. 

BRICK HOUSE F deep bright red f 10-12 2 4x4 Strong, dark red flower color and re-blooms! It has excellent disease resistance for the type.

BRICK HOUSE PINK F medium pink ff 15 3 2.5x2.5 very compact Floribunda with fluorescent pink flowers that bloom continuously from spring through frost.

BURST OF JOY F orange/yellow f 25-30 3.5 4-6x4-6 showy orange petals with yellow reverse at the ends of the branches from late spring to early fall. 

CALIFORNIA DREAMING H white/pink edge fff 28-35 5 3-4x2-3 Strong, Citrus Fragrance • Great Flower Form • For Cutting & Bringing Inside

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL F white/dark pink f 25 3 3.5x4 Bicolored blooms of white, with deep pink to red edges. Superior disease resistance. 

CELESTIAL NIGHT F plum /raspberry f 60-70 4 4-5x3-4 mystical shade of deep, plum purple and produces lush, cupped, old-fashioned blooms,

CENTENNIAL STAR H yellow blend fff 50-70 5 3-4x2-3 strongly fragrant, golden yellow blooms remind one of Peace but with stronger colors and a higher petal count.

CHA CHING G bright clear yellow fff 30 5 5x5 Super vigorous bushy clean plant that flowers like a weed & smells up a storm.

CHANTILLY CREAM H soft yellow fff 50-100 4.3 2-5x3 expels a strong, very sweet fragrance, soft yellow double blooms. 

CHERRIES AND CHAMPAGNE H red/yellow fff 50 3 3-4x3 Abundant and large double blooms pop against glossy foliage and offer a sweet fragrance

CHICAGO PEACE H pink & yellow f 45 5.5 4-7x2-3 brighter and deeper-toned mutation of the famous Peace.

CHIHULY F yellow or red ff 25 3.5 4x3 subtly-striped apricot yellow to dazzling orange & deep red. 

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL H velvety dark red fff 45-50 5 3-6x3-4 hypnotizes people with a powerful rich rose fragrance and velvety red petals.

CINNAMON DOLCE H red w/pink speckles fff 30-35 4 5-6x4-5 a unique & novel color, great exhibition form & very strong fragrance,WOW!, citrus and verbena. 

COLORIFIC F coral, peach, red f 30 4.3 4-4.5x3 seductive shades of peach, coral & salmon. The sun 'suntans' each petal w/ tones of orange, scarlet & burgundy.

CRIMNSON BOQUET G red f 20-25 4 3-4x3  produces large, long-lasting flowers that bloom singly and in large, open clusters.  intense crimson red

DARK NIGHT H cream,dark red,yellow f 25 4 5-5.5x3-4 is known for his above average disease resistance & ability to produce an abundance of blooms even in the heat

DEE LISH H deep pink fff 35-40 4 6x3 strong fragrance of verbena and citrus. It has a large, deep pink, non-fading bloom. 

DESERT SKY F brick orange-mauve f 34 3 2.5x2.5 brick orange rose has undertones of mauve and cedar, offering color with as much depth as a west coast sunset.

DISTANT DRUMS F tan &orchid pink ff 35-40 4 4-5x2-3 clusters of pointed brunette buds that swirl open to reveal ruffles washed with orchid pink. 

DORIS DAY F yellow fff 45-50 4 3-5x3-4 fruity and sweet spice aroma. old-fashioned blooms produced in beautiful rounded clusters on vigorous stems.

DOUBLE DELIGHT H white / red fff 35-40 5.5 3-4x2-5 creamy white blooms blushed with strawberry red; no two flowers exactly the same. 

DREAM COME TRUE H gold brushed ruby f 40 5 5-6x2-3 yellow blossoms accented with ruby-red at the tips of her petals. 

EASY GOING F golden peachy yellow f 25-30 4 3-5x2 excellent disease resistance, good for cutting. 

EASY SPIRIT F creamy white f 30-40 4.5 4-5x4-5 upright compact plant w/ clean glossy green foliage, non-burning & long-lasting cream flowers. 



EASY TO PLEASE F fuchsia pink ff 20 3 4-5x3-4  gives a moderate clove fragrance, extremely floriferous, upright and vigorous plant. 

EBB TIDE F plum purple fff 35 4 3-4x2-3  smoked, deep plum purple. It has an attractive, compact, rounded habit .  Strong clove and citrus blossom.

EDITH'S DARLING S apricot &gold fff 50-60 3 2-3x2-3  exudes a strong fresh cut apple and fruity perfume,old-fashioned soft apricot-gold gem of a flower.

ELEGANZA BEVERLY H light pink fff 45 4 4.5x3 strong fragrance and large blooms combined with excellent disease resistance. 

ELEGANZA FIJI H cherry pink f 40 4 4x3 Frilled outer petals and a light fragrance. Dark green, glossy foliage is extremely healthy.

ELEGANZA GRAND AMORE H bright red f 25-40 4 4x3 A beautiful, bright red Hybrid Tea Rose with dark, glossy, disease-resistant foliage. 

ELEGANZA WEDDING BELLS H pink fff 40-55 4 5x3 This two-tone, pink Hybrid Tea Rose has very large, long lasting, fragrant blooms that are ideal for cutting. 

ELLE H shell pink& ivory fff 20-25 5 3-5x2-3  petals of soft shades of apricot, cream, and pink make her an attractive addition to any garden.

ETERNAL FLAME H soft yellow fff 35 4.8 4-5x2-3 The long stems and strong citrus fragrance combine to make Eternal Flame™ a great rose for the cutting garden.

FIRE FIGHTER H velvet red fff 40-45 4.5 5-6x3  dark green foliage that provide the perfect backdrop to intensely red blooms. exceptionally fragrant blooms

FOREVER AMBER F apricot gold ff 50 4 1.5-3x2.5 Clusters of Apricot, full petal, old fashioned blooms, Fruity fragrance, full rounded habit. 

FRAGRANT CLOUD H warm coral fff 25-30 5 3-4x2-3  large, double, well-formed, coral-orange blooms,  heavenly scent for days.

FRAGRANT PLUM G lavender/purple fff 20-25 4 4-5x4 strong, fruity perfume,continually blooming, upright bush w/ flowers on long stems perfect for cutting.

FRANCIS MEILLAND H light pink to white fff 60-65 5 6-6.5x3  very large bloom and strong fragrance. The pink flowers turn white as the rose ages. 

FRIDA KAHLO F scarlet stripe/gold f 25-40 4 4x4  Scalloped blooms blend red, orange, and yellow into a unique garden treasure. A mild fruity aroma 

FULL SAIL H white fff 30-35 4.8 3-5x3 heady honeysuckle perfume, creamy white rose, 

FUN IN THE SUN G gold w/ pink fff 55-85 4 4-5x3 Golden apricot blooms radiate warm color throughout your garden.  provides a delightfully fruity scent

GINGERSNAP F yellow orange blend f 30-35 3 3-4x4 showy, bold orange color and compact habit have made it a favorite for gardeners. 

GIRL'S NIGHT OUT H pink fff 25-30 5 5.5x2.5 dusky-pink rose petals accented with a lavender pink reverse highlights. Strong spicy fragrance. 

GOLD MEDAL G golden yellow fff 35-40 4.5 5-6x5-4 dusky-pink rose petals accented with a lavender pink reverse highlights

GRANDE DAME H deep rose pink fff 30-35 5.8 5-6x3-5 strong, damask fragrance combined with outstanding performance.

HAPPY GO LUCKY G pure yellow ff 40 6 3-5x4 BIG fragrant & full old-fashioned blossoms of pure yellow 

HEAVENLY SCENTED H salmon pink fff 60-100 5 5x2-3 known to produce one large flower per stem, making them the quintessential cutting rose. Strong fruity & spicy

HEIRLOOM H lilac & lavender fff 30 5 3-4x3-4 scent of apple, wine & ripe raspberries. Magenta buds spiral open to varying tones of lilac & lavender. 

HOME RUN S red f 5 3 3x3 Rounded, bushy, fast-to-flower and nearly always in color. Deepest red in cool temps. Very disease resistant!!

HONEY DIJON G golden tan ff 25-30 4.3 4-6x3-4 Large honey and russet tinged blooms are high centered & packed w/ petals. Strong fruity fragrance

HONOR H white f 25-30 5 4-5x2-3 huge, well-formed clear white blooms on tall, vigorous stems. 

HOT COCOA F smoky choc. Orange ff 25-30 3 3-4x3-4 unusual coloring of a smoky, chocolate-orange,  spicy fruit fragrance. 

ICEBERG F white f 20-25 4 5-2.5 one of the finest roses ever developed with large white, semi-double flowers

ICECAP F white f 25 2.3 2.5x3.5 dense flush of pure white flowers on a compact, rounded shrub. It has excellent repeat-blooming 

INGRID BERGMAN H red f 35-40 4.5 3x2 luscious, dark red Hybrid Tea has full, double blooms with a soft, velvety texture. 

INTRIGUE F plum purple fff 25-30 3 4x3-4 deep purple-red bud and velvety plum flower color & powerful perfume of citrus and rose.

JOHN F KENNEDY H white ff 40-45 4.3 3-5x3-4 white double blooms carrying a delicious licorice aroma create an intoxicating environment

JULIA CHILD F butter yellow ff 35-40 3.5 3x3 surprising, mild, licorice scent and buttery, golden yellow flowers

JUMP FOR JOY F apricot f 25 3.5 3-4x3-4 The delicious, peachy-pink color pairs well with its light apple fragrance.

JUST JOEY H apricot fff 25-30 5 4x4 Elegant buds of apricot-orange veined with red, open to sweetly fragrant flowers with attractively waved petals. 

KETCHUP & MUSTARD F red & yellow ff 25 3.3 4x3 red petals and a deep yellow reverse.Velvety, double blooms hold their bold color right to the very end.

KOKO LOKO F milk choc. /lavender f 30-35 4 4x3 coloring of mocha brown with slight chocolate to lavender undertone,  moderate fragrance

KOLORSCAPE KARDINAL S red f 16 2.8 3-4x2-3  brilliant red flowers that hold their color without fading. A very prolific bloomer

LASTING LOVE H raspberry red fff 25 4 3x2  an incredibly fragrant Hybrid Tea with large, showy, 5” blooms of a deep red-pink. 

LASTING PEACE G coral orange f 35 4 5x4 fragrant, luminous coral flowers that repeat in flushes all season

LIMONCELLO S yellow f 8 3 4x4 almost always displays a profusion of light yellow flowers.

LET FREEDOM RING H Bright light red ff 25 5 4x4  long stemmed red Hybrid Tea with scrumptious big buds, impeccable flower form and great vase life

LIFE OF THE PARTY F yellow blushed pink fff 55-65 3.5 4x3 powerful fragrance of fruit and citrus, blooms of soft yellow that finish with a kiss of pink on the petal edges. 

LIFE'S LITTLE PLEASURES MF lavender magenta ff 60-65 3 2x3  Very double blooms of lavender pink, fade to lavender but then hold their color to the very end.

LIVIN' EASY F apricot orange blend f 25-30 4 5x6  Great in the landscape or in mass plantings. Disease resistant. 

LIV TYLER HT coral, pink fff 75-80 4.8 6-4 A sweet perfume of ripe apricots surrounds each coral-pink, strongly quartered bloom.

LOVE AND PEACE H yellow  w/ pink f 40-50 5.5 4-5 X 3 Vigorous grower, perfect for the cutting garden, and has large solitary blooms. 

LOVE SONG F lavender ff 40 3.3 4x2 old-fashioned, ruffled lavender blooms that drench the entire bush in prolific flowers

MAKE ME BLUSH H light & yellow pink ff 25-40 5 5x4 exuding a moderately fruity fragrance from clean, light-yellow blossoms blushed in cameo pink.

MARMALADE SKIES F orange f 24 4 3X3 Neat, compact, and rounded growth habit. Excelletent for cut! Very good disease resistance. 

MELLOW YELLOW H yellow ff 30-35 5 5x5 The clearest of all yellow colors.  Color that stays perfect until the last petal drops. Very Disease resitant. 

MEMORIAL DAY H medium pink fff 50 5 4-5x3  orchid pink Hybrid Tea rose with enormous, old-fashioned petals, extremely strong, classic, old rose fragrance. 



MERCURY RISING H med. pink, cream f 25-30 5 6 x 3-4 Seedling of Gemini. Perfect for cutting. Vigorous grower and glossy foliage. 

MICHELANGELO H golden yellow ff 50-55 5 5x3 sweet, lemony fragrance and its vibrantly saturated, golden petals. 

MIDAS TOUCH H yellow fff 25 4 5x3 flower has a very fragrant musk scent w/ striking, golden yellow,

MISS MANNERS G deep pink ff 45-60 4.5 4-5x3 flowers with old-fashioned style and a moderately fruity fragrance, vibrant, deep-pink roses 

MISTER LICOLN H red fff 35 6 4-6x3 deep velvety-crimson,strong fragrance. buds are a dark velvety red, lightening to cherry red as the bloom opens. 

MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA H soft yellow fff 50 3.5 45-6x4 Fully double, fragrant flowers & excellent disease resistance. 

MORNING GLOW F soft gold ff 70-100 4 4x3 old-fashioned blooms in a silky ginger-root yellow. 

NEPTUNE H lavender fff 35 4.5 4x3 Neptune’s icy lavender color is tinged with just a hint of purple. moderate citrus and rose fragrance.

NEW ZEALAND H creamy pink fff 30-35 4.5 4x3  large, luminous shell pink blooms, wonderfully strong old rose fragrance 

OH MY F deep velvet red f 35-30 4 4-5x3  ruffled red flowers against glossy dark green foliage. Mild apple fragrance just adds to the impressive display.

OLYMPIAD H red f 35 5 4.5x3 One of the reddest of all red roses, this hybrid tea boasts long-lasting flowers,

ORANGE KNOCKOUT S orange f 25 2.5 4.5x3  delivers flower power like no other with luminous orange flowers that bloom repeatedly from spring to frost. 

ORCHID ROMANCE F dark pink lavender fff 75 3.5 4-5x2-3 ranges from medium to dark pink with undertones of lavender. strong, citrus fragrance

PAINTED PORCELAIN H white w/ pink f 25-30 4 4-5x2-3 creamy petals splashed and painted with pink watercolors giving each flower its own unique variation.

PAPA MEILLAND H dark red fff 35 5.5 3-4x2-4  continual blooming, deep, dark velvety red Hybrid Tea rose,

PARADE DAY G fuchsia striped/pink fff 25-40 4 5x4  large blooms of an intense, pink splashed & speckled w/ white. strong, citrusy fragrance, hint of spice.

PARFUMA BLISS H soft pink to apricot f 45-50 3.3 3x2 delicate, creamy, pink blend rose infused with an apricot center.

PARFUMA EARTH ANGEL H creamy pink ff 85-90 2.8 5x4 an exceptionally fragrant peony-shaped rose

PARFUMA SUMMER ROMANCE F pink  fff 40 3.5 4x3 produces deep pink blooms with a strong anise-apple scent mixed with spicy, rose fragrance. 

PEACE H soft yellow & pink f 40-45 5.5 5-6x3-4 beautiful, large, heavy cupped to high-centered, 6" blooms, Peace steals the show.

PERFUME DELIGHT H pink fff 30 5 4x3  rich, deep rose-pink, strong, heady, old damask rose fragrance

PERFUME FACTORY H magenta lavender fff 40-50 4 4X6 intense, spicy-fruity fragrance.Blooms are an intriguing magenta plum blend

PETER MAYLE H deep pink fff 30-40 4 6x3 The blooms are large and deeply colored with a heavy “old rose” fragrance.

PETITE KNOCKOUT S red f 10-15 1.5 1.5x2 Fire engine, non-fading red,  first-ever miniature Knock Out® Rose! 

PICTURE PERFECT H Fuchsia pink/rev. white ff 30-40 5 4-5x4 Mature petals drop rather than turning brown, leaving a clean and attractive appearance. 

PINK FREEDOM S med pink f 10-15 3.5 4-6x3 abundance of stunning blooms that are perfect for cut-flower arrangements. 

PINKERBELLE H cream w/ pink edge fff 30-40 4.3 5x3 fragrance of citrus and spice,  look like they have been dipped in bright pink paint that fades to lavender.

POP ART H pink striped yellow fff 65-75 4.5 2.5x1.5-3 Pink, yellow stripes.  Strong, citrus, fruity fragrance.  

POPE JOHN PAUL II H white fff 50 5.8 4-5x3-4 Among the finest, most fragrant white roses of all time,

POWER PUFF PINK F med to deep pink ff 45-50 4 3.5-4x2 Electric pink blossoms cover this powerful plant. Its rounded buds are reminiscent of peonies

PRETTY LADY ROSE H deep pink ff 45-65 3.8 3x2  Clusters of large velvet pink blooms,  sweet and spicy old fashioned aroma.

PRINCESS CHARLENE DE MONACO H light apricot to pink fff 60 5 5.5x3 very fragrant flowers are fully double and light apricot to shell pink in color.

PUMKIN PATCH F caramel orange ff 25-30 3.8 3-4x2-3  Buttery-rich coppery buds open into clusters of fragrant octobery-orange beauties 

PURPLE TIGER F purple and white fff 25 3.5 2.5x2 petal seems to explode in a colorful rhythm of slashes, dashes, streaks, and dots as if splattered on by an artist.

QUEEN ELIZABETH G pink f 38+ 5 4-6x2-3 Numerous clear pink, globular flowers on long, upright stems

QUEEN OF ELEGANCE F medium pink fff 40-90 4.3 4-5x4 Sophisticated & elegant old-fashioned medium pink blooms, long-lasting & non-fading. strong classic rose scent. 

QUEST FOR ZEST G yellow/light outer fff 30-40 5 4-5x4 Spiraled double flowers, strong lemony fragrance, great cut flower. Wow! 

RADIANT PERFUME G bright yellow fff 25 5 5-6x3-4 stunning deep yellow garden rose exudes a strong, citrus perfume  Great for cut flowers, too.

RASPBERRY CUPCAKE H medium pink fff 25 5 4x2-3 has a strong raspberry and lemon fragrance. Its blooms are medium to light pink with large, cuplike petals.

RIO SAMBA H blushing yellow f 25 5 5-6x3-4 displaying colors of bright red, orange, pink and yellow, like a Mexican fiesta in the garden. 

ROCK AND ROLL G burgundy /cream fff 35 5 4.5x3-4  an eccentric, multi-colored Grandiflora striped and splashed with burgundy, red, and white.

ROSIE THE RIVETER F orange, gold, & pink ff 30-45 3.3 4-5x4-5 deep orange-gold and pink with a moderate fruity & spice fragrance. 

ROUGUE ROYALE H red fff 75-80 3 4-6x2-3 Deep burgundy-red buds open to reveal perfectly quartered, bright raspberry red, old-fashioned blooms.

SCENTIMENTAL F burgundy/ white ff 25-30 4.8 3-4x3 The blooms are creamy white striped and splashed with burgundy-red, each petal different to the next. 

SEA FOAM S white S 15-20 2.5 1.5x5 The disease resistance, winter hardiness and recurrent blooms make it an excellent choice for the landscape. 

SECRET H white & soft pink fff 35 4.8 4x3 Exhibition quality blooms of rich cream brushed pink on the outer edges of the petals. 

SEDONA H coral orange fff 25-30 5 5x3-4 Elegantly sculpted petals display peaceful tones of coral, rose, red and peach on sturdy, high-centered blooms. 

SEXY REXY F pink fff 25-30 2.8 3-4x3 Large clusters of soft pink, rosette-shaped blooms. A compact bush.

SHEILA'S PERFUME F yellow & pink fff 25 4.5 3x2 a blend of clear yellow overlaid with cherry-red.wonderfully spicy fragrance

SILVER LINING F lavender ff 35-50 4 3-4x2-3 spiraled blooms of lilac with a hint of sliver.  Perfumed w/ a mild tea fragrance w/ hints of fruit and spice. 

SITTING PRETTY G pink ff 25 5 3-4x3-4  large, pink blooms have a medium, damask scent.has good disease resistance and habit. 

SNOW PAVEMENT S white/light pink fff 26-40 6 3x3  light and airy with its very strong, clove-scented flowers that bloom blush pink and fade to white. 

STAINLESS STEEL HT purple lavender mauve fff 25-30 5 5-7x3-4  tones of silvery lavender with a strong rose fragrance



STATE OF GRACE G apricot amber ff 30-65 3.8 3-4x4 golden-yellow with apricot shading and a pink toned reverse.  Fragrance is moderate and fruity. 

STERLING SILVER H lavender fff 30 3.5 2-3x1-2 golden-yellow w/ apricot shading and a pink toned reverse.  Fragrance is strong citrus. 

STILETTO H deep pink fff 35 4.3 5x3  deep magenta, non-fading color and wonderful fragrance!

STRIKE IT RICH G deep golden yellow fff 30 5 4-5x4-5 sweet, spicy fragrance and large flowers!, golden-yellow blooms highlighted with rose-pink edges 

SUGAR MOON H white fff 35 4.3 4-6x2-3 clean, white, full blooms with a strong citrus fragrance

SUNBELT CRAZY LOVE G copper, yellow ff                             125 4 4x3.5  This rose has a strong repeat bloom for season long enjoyment.

SUNBELT DESMOND TUTU F red ff 40 4 3x2.5 large, elegant, deep-red flowers opening from high-centered buds. 

SUNBELT PLUM PERFECT F lavender/purple f 75 2.8 2.5x1.5 has numerous, very intensely plum-colored, double flowers.

SUNBELT SIERRA LADY F orange/apricot f 20-22 2.5 3.5x2.5 Buds open a dark orange, changing to apricot as the flower opens. The foliage is a shiny, bright green

SUNBELT SOUTH AFRICA F apricot, golden yellow ff 17-25 5 4x2 dark gold, cupped flowers bloom in clusters recurrently throughout the season on a healthy, vigorous plant.

SUNBELT SAVANAH H salmon pink fff 150 4 4x3 very hardy and disease-resistant pink Hybrid Tea Rose with an extraordinary fragrance.

SUNSET CELEBRATION H apricot ff 45 5.5 4-6x2-3  Creamy apricot amber blend, Moderate Fruity Fragrance. Excellent Repeat. 

SUNSPRITE F deep yellow fff 25-30 3.3 3x3 has deep lasting yellow color, super sweet fragrance, lots of glossy deep green leaves.

SWEET SPIRIT G cherry red fff 35 3.8 3-4x3 breakthrough combining fragrance, disease resistance, it is a wonderful rose for cutting.

SWEET MADAME BLUE H lavender/magenta fff 50-75 3.3 3x3  moderate fragrance that is both sweet and spicy. violet-pink flowers, with blue undertones

SWEET MADEMOISELLE H peachy pink fff 35 5 5x4  displays excellent disease resistance for the type with large, full, double blooms that are unique in color. 

TAHITIAN SUNSET H orange, pink, yellow fff 25-30 5 5.5x5  blooms explode with colors of orange, sun yellow and pink. intense fragrance of anise.

TAHITIAN TREASURE G deep salmon pink f 18-20 3-6 5 -5.5 x3 Strong color. Great reblooming and excellent disease resistance. 

THE MCCARTNEY ROSE H peachy pink to apricot fff 20-25 4 3-6x2 large, brightly colored flowers demand your attention, sweet, candy-like fragrance.

TOP CREAM H creamy white fff 80-100 4.8 6x2-3 The large, old-fashioned blooms of this special rose are extremely fragrant with notes of earthy pear.

TOUCH OF CLASS H orange pink f 30+ 6 5-6x2-3 rating by the American Rose Society as the finest Hybrid Tea rose in the world. Very Fragrant

TROPICANA H orange blend fff 20-25 4 2-6x2-3 an all-time favorite Hybrid Tea with bright orange-red blooms and a strong, fruity fragrance to match.

TWILIGHT ZONE G deep velvet purple fff 40 3.5 3x2-3 old-fashioned flowers of the deepest, velvety purple,  strong citrus and spice fragrance

UPTOWN GIRL G Coral pink ff 70-90 4 4-5x3x4  "quartered" look typical of English roses.  sweet-fruity fragrance.  great beginner's rose, 

VAVOOM F orange juice orange ff 35+ 4 2-2x2-3  fragrant and full, bright-orange double blooms. rich spicy fragrance.

VERANDA BRILLIANT F orange red ff 40+ 2.5 3x2 Bright, red-orange flowers are contrasted by vivid green foliage,

VERANDA LAVENDER F lavender f 26-40 2.3 3x2.5  shade of lavender that begins as a dusky lilac and fades to a pastel lavender on its outer petals.

VERANDA ROXANNE F red f 110-120 2 2x2 dark red, double blooms on a compact bush with bright green foliage. This rose is ideal for containers

VERANDA SUNBEAM F golden yellow f 25-30 3.3 2.5x2 rich, golden yellow flowers that bloom repeatedly in clusters on a bed of dark green foliage

VERANDA WHITE F white f 35 3.3 2x2.5 pure white blooms on a small, compact bush making it highly suitable for growing in containers.

VETERANS HONOR H red f 25-30 5.5 4-5x2-3 The epitome of the red Hybrid Tea, huge blossoms of impeccable form and stunning red color.

VIOLETS PRIDE F lavender fff 35-40 3.3 3-4x3 fully double blossoms with a strong fragrance borne mostly solitarily or in small clusters.

WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL H light pink fff 26-30 5 4x2 high-centered Hybrid Tea Rose produces soft pink, memorable blooms. Its strong and sweet fragrance

YVES PIAGET H deep pink fff 80 5.8 3-4x2-3  Perfectly combines old-fashioned form, strong color and rich fragrance on a plant that continuously blooms.

Climbers $55.00
ALITISSIMO CL red f 5-7 4-5 8-10 This French import produces true red blooms with a depth of color as rich as the best Bordeaux wine

AMERICA CL coral pink fff 40-45 5 10-12  intensely fragrant Climbing Rose with pointed buds opens into fully double blooms of salmon,

ARBOROSE HONEYMOON CL white fff 40+ 3 7 extremely disease resistant and features a sweet, old-fashioned rose fragrance.

ARBOROSE KISS ME KATE CL pink fff 40-45 2.8 10 pink, very full, quartered blooms, extremely fragrant

ARBOROSE LAGUNA CL vibrant pink fff 40 2.5 8 very fragrant Climbing Rose has very double petals with strong, pink blooms in clusters of 6 to 8 flowers

ARBOROSE QUICK SILVER CL purple lavender f 40-45 3.3 7 romantic, lavender flowers shine against dark-green, disease-resistant foliage,moderate, sweet rose fragrance

ARBOROSE TANGERINE SKIES CL orange  fff 17-25 4 8 floriferous and strongly scented variety, tangerine blooms. strongly scented 

COLETTE CL med pink fff 135-140 3 8-10  soft pink, an outstanding sweet fragrance. antique look, very disease resistant var

COSMIC CLOUDS CL magenta purple fff 70-85 3 8-10 strong, fruity fragrance that entices bees, butterflies & other beneficial pollinators. velvety pink /white reverse

DON JUAN CL deep velvety red fff 30-35 5 12-14 large, dark velvety-red, full, cupped 4" blooms, wonderful tea/fruity fragrance

EDEN CL pink /white f 40+ 4.5 10-12 Rounded, deeply cupped, full flowers of creamy white & suffused w/ pink. 

EDEN CLIMBING RED CL dark red ff 100-110 5 10-12 large, many petalled, crimson-red blooms, which are very much in the style of the Old Roses. Nicely fragrant

EDEN WHITE CL white f 100-110 5 10-12 Old-fashioned, white flowers cover this vigorous climber from head to toe in the spring - summer months.

FOURTH OF JULY CL  red striped with white ff 10-16 4.5 8-12  clusters of bright white, semidouble flowers accented by deep red stripes

FRUITY PETALS CL coral w/ yellow eye f 18 3 6 The color is very unique and can be described as coral with a yellow eye.

GARDEN SUN CL yellow tinged apricot f 35-40 5 10-12 one of the best Climbers due to its disease resistance,  one of the most prolific bloomers 



GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY CL gold ff 35-45 4 10-12 profusion of gorgeous golden yellow blooms with a fruity scent that attracts humans and pollinators alike. 

ICEBERG CL white f 20-25 2-4 8-12 floriferous throughout the season, produces large clusters of medium-sized, lightly double, white flowers. 

JOSEPH'S COAT CL red,pink,yellow orange f 25-28 4 10-12 cherry-red, deep gold, and orange.great addition to a cutting garden

LADY IN RED CL red f 30-50 4.5 8-10 neat and compact growth habit,  vivid red, blossoms emit a mild tea fragrance

PEARLY GATE CL pastel pearl pink fff 35 5 10-12 pastel pink flowers coming on in clusters of large fully double blooms,strong clove spice and old rose scent

POLKA CL apricot fff 35 6 10-12 blend of several shades of apricot and peach. large, many petaled, old-fashioned,

RASPBERRY CREAM TWIRL CL deep pink and white f 100 3.5 10-12 deep pink petals striped with white and purple streaks. excellent cutting rose

ROYAL GOLD CL deep golden yellow fff 30-35 6 8-10 Rich golden HT-shaped buds and blooms with lasting deep yellow color. Cutting length stems. 

SALLY HOLMES CL buff buds open white f 5 3.5 6-12 Large, almost single, creamy white flowers, held in large bunches. A free-flowering rose, nearly always in bloom.

SKYS THE LIMIT CL buttery yellow f 20-25 5 10-12 buttered popcorn yellow blooms have an exceptional curve and sweet scent. 

STORMY WEATHER CL smoky purple/magenta fff 20 4 8-10  dark purple blooms with lighter reverse and centers with golden-yellow stamens.spicy fragrance.

TROPICAL LIGHTNING CL orange, purple,cream ff 20-30 3-4 10-12 striped cream and dusky, red-orange blooms  fade to pink 

WESTERLAND CL orange blend ff 18-25 3 10-12  magnificent, large, well formed rose with 5" blooms of 20-25 petals in apricot and copper-orange.

ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN CL pink fff 20-30 4 10-12 Wonderfully scented, deep rose pink blooms. Flowers freely and almost continuously. Almost thornless

18" Rose Trees $55.00
ALL A TWITTER M bright orange f 15-20 1.5 Loads of shiny bright audacious orange blooms 

BE MY BABY M deep pink blend f 20-25 1.5 Lots of very shapely red buds open to luminous pink blossoms with very classy form. 

CUTIE PIE M peach yellow blend f 25-30 3 yellow with a light overlay of pink that is delicately blended to create that delightful long-lasting peachy color. 

EDITH'S DARLING S soft gold fff 50-60 3 exudes a strong fresh cut apple and fruity perfume,old-fashioned soft apricot-gold gem of a flower.

LEMON DROP M medium yellow f 16-20 1.5 Loads of old-fashioned formed flowers, The clear lemon yellow blossoms come in showy clusters. 

LIFES LITTLE PLEASURES M lavender pink f 50-70 1 Very double blooms of lavender pink, fade to lavender but then hold their color to the very end.

RAINBOW'S END M yellow blend f 30-35 1.5 Dark yellow flowers with orange-red tips bloom repeatedly spring through fall.

24" Rose Trees $65.00 
BURST OF JOY F orange, yellow f 25-30 3.5 showy orange petals with yellow reverse at the ends of the branches from late spring to early fall. 

CHIHULY F orange blend f 25-30 4 subtly-striped apricot yellow to dazzling orange & deep red. 

EASY SPIRIT F creamy white  f 30-40 4.5 upright compact plant w/ clean glossy green foliage, non-burning & long-lasting cream flowers. 

EBB TIDE F deep purple fff 35 4  smoked, deep plum purple. It has an attractive, compact, rounded habit .  Strong clove and citrus blossom.

FOREVER AMBER F apricot ff 50-150 4 Clusters of apricot, full petal, old fashioned blooms, Fruity fragrance, full rounded habit. 

FRIDA KAHLO F gold and red striped f 25-40 4  Scalloped blooms blend red, orange, and yellow into a unique garden treasure. A mid fruity aroma 

ICEBERG F white f 25 2.3  one of the finest roses ever developed with large white, semi-double flowers. Incredible repeat!!

JULIA CHILD F butter gold ff 35-40 3.5 surprising, mild, licorice scent and buttery, golden yellow flowers. Incredible all around performer in the garden

JUMP FOR JOY F peachy pink f 25 3.5 The delicious, peachy-pink color pairs well with its light apple fragrance.

KETCHUP & MUSTARD F red/yellow ff 25 3.3 red petals and a deep yellow reverse.Velvety, double blooms hold their bold color right to the very end.

LIFE OF THE PARTY F pale yellow w/ pink fff 55-65 3.5 powerful fragrance of fruit and citrus, blooms of soft yellow that finish with a kiss of pink on the petal edges.

MORNING GLOW F soft gold ff 70-100 4 old-fashioned blooms in a silky ginger-root yellow. 

OH MY F bright red f 25-30 3.5  ruffled red flowers against glossy dark green foliage. Mild apple fragrance just adds to the impressive display.

QUEEN OF ELEGANCE F medium pink fff 40-90 4.3 Sophisticated & elegant old-fashioned medium pink blooms, long-lasting & non-fading. strong classic rose scent.

SCENTIMENTAL F red & white striped ff 25-30 4.8 The blooms are creamy white striped and splashed with burgundy-red, each petal different to the next. 

SEXY REXY F coral pink fff 25-30 4.8 Large clusters of soft pink, rosette-shaped blooms. A compact bush.

VAVOOM F orange yellow ff 25+ 4  fragrant and full, bright-orange double blooms. rich spicy fragrance.

WHITE LICORICE F lemon cream fff 35-40 4-5 packs a powerful punch of unparalleled perfume…a sweet licorice & lemon blossom aroma. Wow!

36" Rose Trees $99.99
ALL DRESSED G medium pink f 35-50 3.5 Glossy, dark green foliage frames frilly, watermelon pink flowers from spring to fall. 

BRANDY H apricot blend ff 25-30 5 Very lovely large classically-formed flowers possess the richest apricot color yet in roses. 

BURST OF JOY F coral bi color f 25-30 3.5 showy orange petals with yellow reverse at the ends of the branches from late spring to early fall. 

CHANTILLY CREAM H soft yellow w/ pink fff 10-145 4.3 expels a strong, very sweet fragrance, soft yellow double blooms.

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL H deep red fff 45-50 5 hypnotizes people with a powerful rich rose fragrance and velvety red petals.



Doris Day F yellow fff 45-50 4 fruity and sweet spice aroma. old-fashioned blooms produced in beautiful rounded clusters on vigorous stems.

DOUBLE DELIGHT H red white fff 35-40 5.5 creamy white blooms blushed with strawberry red; no two flowers exactly the same. 

EASY TO PLEASE F medium pink ff 20-30 3  gives a moderate clove fragrance, extremely floriferous, upright and vigorous plant.

EBB TIDE F deep purple fff 35 4 smoked, deep plum purple. It has an attractive, compact, rounded habit .  Strong clove and citrus blossom.

FALLING IN LOVE H pink white fff 25 4.8 warm pink with a creamy reverse coloring and a strong rose/ fruit fragrance. 

FIREFIGHTER H medium red fff 40-45 4.5 dark green foliage that provide the perfect backdrop to intensely red blooms. exceptionally fragrant blooms

FOREVER AMBER F apricot ff 50-150 4 Clusters of apricot, full petal, old fashioned blooms, Fruity fragrance, full rounded habit. 

FRAGANT PLUM G lavender blend ff 20-25 6 strong, fruity perfume,continually blooming, upright bush w/ flowers on long stems perfect for cutting.

FRAGRANT CLOUD H warm coral  fff 25-30 5  large, double, well-formed, coral-orange blooms,  heavenly scent for days.

FULL SAIL H white fff 30-35 4.8 heady honeysuckle perfume, creamy white rose, 

ICEBERG F white f 20-25 2.3  one of the finest roses ever developed with large white, semi-double flowers

JULIA CHILD F buttery golden yellow ff 30-40 3.5 surprising, mild, licorice scent and buttery, golden yellow flowers

JUST JOEY H apricot fff 25-30 5 The delicious, peachy-pink color pairs well with its light apple fragrance.

LOVE SONG F medium lavender ff 40 3.3 old-fashioned, ruffled lavender blooms that drench the entire bush in prolific flowers

MEMORIAL DAY H medium pink fff 50 5  orchid pink Hybrid Tea rose with enormous, old-fashioned petals, extremely strong, classic, old rose fragrance. 

MISS CONGENIALITY G white & pink picotee ff 25-30 4  blossoms of pure white are kissed with vivid pink at the edges 

MISTER LINCOLN H medium red fff 35 6 deep velvety-crimson,strong fragrance. buds are a dark velvety red, lightening to cherry red as the bloom opens.

MORNING GLOW F soft gold ff 70-100 4 old-fashioned blooms in a silky ginger-root yellow. 

NEPTUNE H lavender blend fff 35 4.5 Neptune’s icy lavender color is tinged with just a hint of purple. moderate citrus and rose fragrance.

PAINTED PORCELAIN H white w/ pink f 25-30 4 creamy petals splashed and painted with pink watercolors giving each flower its own unique variation.

PERFUM FACTORY H magenta -  lavender fff 40-50 4 intense, spicy-fruity fragrance.Blooms are an intriguing magenta plum blend

PICTURE PERFECT H fuchsia pink/white ff 30-40 5 Bright pink blooms, with a creamy white overlay, Cut flowers have an excellent vase life. disease resistance.

POP ART H pink and yellow fff 65-75 4.5 Pink, yellow stripes.  Strong, citrus, fruity fragrance.  

POPE JOHN PAUL II H white fff 50 5.8 Among the finest, most fragrant white roses of all time,

PRETTY LADY ROSE H dark pink ff 45-65 3.8  Clusters of large velvet pink blooms,  sweet and spicy old fashioned aroma.

RADIANT PERFUME G deep yellow fff 25 5 stunning deep yellow garden rose exudes a strong, citrus perfume  Great for cut flowers, too.

RIO SAMBA H yellow blend f 25 5 displaying colors of bright red, orange, pink and yellow, like a Mexican fiesta in the garden. 

STRIKE IT RICH G gold blend ff 30 5 sweet, spicy fragrance and large flowers!, golden-yellow blooms highlighted with rose-pink edges 

SILVER LINING F Lavender ff 35-50 4 spiraled blooms of lilac with a hint of sliver.  Perfumed w/ a mild tea fragrance w/ hints of fruit and spice. 

SUGAR MOON H bright white fff 35 5 clean, white, full blooms with a strong citrus fragrance

TWILIGHT ZONE G purple fff 40 3.5 old-fashioned flowers of the deepest, velvety purple,  strong citrus and spice fragrance

UPTOWN GIRL G warm  pink ff 70-90 4  "quartered" look typical of English roses.  sweet-fruity fragrance.  great beginner's rose, 

VAVOOM F orange yellow ff 25+ 4  fragrant and full, bright-orange double blooms. rich spicy fragrance.

VIOLET'S PRIDE F Lavender fff 35-40 3.3 fully double blossoms with a strong fragrance borne mostly solitarily or in small clusters.

48" Rose Trees $110.00
ICBERG F white f 20-25 2.3 one of the finest roses ever developed with large white, semi-double flowers

WHITE DRIFT LS white f 26-40 2 pure white, fully double flowers that are perfectly shaped like miniature roses. 

Drift Landscape Shrub Roses $39.99
APRICOT DRIFT LS apricot f 30-35 2 1.5x2.5 Double, apricot colored flowers begin in spring & display a season-long show of color. 

BLUSHING DRIFT LS apricot f 25 1.5 2x2 double, pink flower clusters w/ a warm, yellow center. Its compact size, disease resistance and heavy blooming

BUTTER CREAM DRIFT LS light yellow f 20-25 1.5 1.5-2x2 light yellow flowers with cuplike petals that make a cheerful addition to gardens

CORAL DRIFT LS coral f 20-25 1.5 1.5x2 Bright, coral-orange blooms cover this small, mounding shrub from mid-spring to mid-fall.

LEMON DRIFT LS bright cream yellow f 40+ 1.5 1-2x2-3 perfect shade of yellow to brighten the garden. This rose has a very bushy, compact, and rounded habit.

PEACH DRIFT LS peach ff 20+ 1.5 1.5x2 one of the most floriferous dwarf shrubs. Soft peach blooms from mid-spring to the first hard freeze of late fall.

PINK DRIFT LS pink f 7-8 1.5 1.5x3 Deep pink flowers with a soft, faded center bloom in abundance throughout the season. 

POPCORN DRIFT LS yellow to white f 15-35 1.5 1.5x2.5 soft buttery yellow blooms that fade to a creamy white. This continuous bloomer flowers all season 

RED DRIFT LS red f 9-16 1.5 1.5x2.5 An easy-care nature and effortless beauty lend to the success of Red Drift®. petite, red flowers 

SWEET DRIFT LS pink f 30-35 1.5-2 1.5x2.5  clusters of sweet pink blooms from mid-spring to the first hard freeze of late fall.

WHITE DRIFT LS white f 30-35 1.5-2 2x3 pure white, fully double flowers that are perfectly shaped like miniature roses. 



Miniature & Landscape Shrub Rose $39.99
SUNBLAZE AMBER ML bright orange 15-25 2 2.5x-2 Sunblaze® roses are miniature roses that are ideal  for 

SUNBLAZE AUTUMN ML orange red 40 1.5 1.5x1.5 containers and gardens. Hardy and easy to grow, these

SUNBLAZE BRIDAL ML white 40 2.5 1x1.5 compact roses bloom in bright , bold colors from spring until fall
SUNBLAZE CANDY ML deep pink/white stripe 26-40 2x2

SUNBLAZE DRAGON FRUIT ML dee pink 35+ 1.5 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE LEMON ML cream yellow 25-28 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE MANDARIN ML bright orange 25-30 2.5 1-1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE PEACH ML orange pink yellow 15-18 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE RAINBOW ML yellow orange red 25-30 2.5 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE RED ML red 15-25 2 1.25x1.25

SUNBLAZE SALMON ML salmon 35-40 1.25x1.25

SUNBLAZE SWEET ML sweet 26-40 2 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE WATERMELON ML red 45+ 2.5 1.5x1.5

SUNBLAZE YELLOW ML yellow 35-45 1-1.5x1.5

David Austin Bush Roses $65.00
Bathsheba Rich apricot fff 100+ 4 10' Apricot-pink and soft yellow, with creamy outer petals. Superb floral myrrh fragrance, w/ hints of honey and Tea.

Boscobel Coral pink ff 80-100 3 4x4 Red buds open to beautifully formed, upward facing, coral-pink rosettes.Hawthorn, elderflower, pear & almond. 

Charles Darwin Yellow fff 70 3.8 4-5x4 yellow in color, tending almost towards mustard, strong, delicious fragrance,soft floral Tea and pure lemon.

Charlotte Yellow f 100 3.5 4x3  flowers of a soft yellow color. a pleasant Tea fragrance

Claire Austin White fff 120 3.5 12'  pale lemon buds, creamy white flowers, very good climber in both beauty and performance

Crown Princess Margareta Apricot fff 120 3.3 4-12x4  lovely shade of apricot-orange.Strong, Fruity scent. bearing quite large, many petalled, neat rosette flowers

Darcey Bussel Pink-crimson ff 70 4 4x4 Fragrance: Light-medium, Fruity. deep, rich crimson-pink, taking on a tinge of mauve, 

Desdemona White fff 52 3.5 4x3 Fragrance: Strong, Old Rose, Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, white, chalice-shaped blooms, a pinkish hue.

Elizabeth Pink, light fff 38-40 4 4.5x4.5 Fragrance: Strong, Sweet/Old Rose, apple blossom pink rosettes, paling to the gentlest blush white.

Emily Brontë Soft pink tinged apricot fff 100 3.5 4x3 Fragrance: Strong, Tea/Old Rose, soft pink, the smaller central petals deepening to rich apricot 

Eustacia Vye Mid pink fff 90 3.5 4x3 Fragrance: Strong, Fruity, soft, glowing apricot-pink, 

Gabriel Oak Deep pink fff 90-120 3.8 4x4 Fragrance: Strong, Fruity, striking shade of deep pink, the outer petals of each bloom paling slightly over time.

Gertrude Jekyll Dark Pink fff 50+ 4.3 5x3.5 Fragrance: Strong, Old Rose,  rosette-shaped flowers of bright glowing pink. 

Golden Celebration Coppery gold fff 75 3 4.5x4.5 strong Tea fragrance, developing wonderfully combined notes of Sauternes wine and strawberry, rich yellow

Harlow Carr Pink, medium fff 41 2.5 4x3 Fragrance: Strong, Old Rose, purest mid pink. 

James Galway Light pink ff 130 4 12 Vigorous upright growth. Medium pink at the center of the flower & lighter towards the edges. 

Lady of Shallot Apricot-orange ff 60 3 5x4 Rich orange-red buds open to chalice-shaped blooms, filled with loosely arranged, orange petals. Tea scent

Lichfield Angel White f 95-110 3 5x5 Fragrance: Light, Musk. Pale peachy pink buds gradually open to form neatly cupped, cream rosettes.

Nye Bevan Yellow ff 54 2.5 3.5x3.5 Fragrance: Light-medium, Myrrh. soft yellow, paling to cream. 

Olivia Rose Austin Light pink f 90 3.5 4.5x3.5 Fragrance: Light-medium, Fruity. Pretty buds open to beautiful, cupped rosettes of an even, mid pink coloring

Princess Alexandra of Kent Glowing pink fff 130 4.3 5x4 Fragrance: Strong, Tea.  large, bright pink flowers are full-petalled and deeply cupped. 

Princess Anne Rich pink ff 85 3.5 4x4.5 Fragrance: Medium, Tea.  deep pink, almost red, fading to pure rich pink. 

Queen of Sweden Pink, light ff 140 2.8 5x3.5 Fragrance: Medium, Myrrh. soft-apricot pink, gradually changing to pure soft pink over time. 

Roald Dahl Apricot ff 55 2.5 4x4 Fragrance: Medium, Tea. Soft orange-red buds open to medium-sized, cupped rosettes of apricot coloring.

Silas Marner Mid pink ff 41-50 3.5 3.5x4.5 Fragrance: Medium-strong, Old Rose. soft mid pink, the petals are pale on the reverse and fade at the edges

Strawberry Hill Mid pink fff 120 3.5 10' Fragrance: Strong, Myrrh.  bearing small clusters of large, mid pink, cupped rosettes. 

Teasing Georgia Rich yellow ff 110 3.3 12' Fragrance: Medium, Tea. shade of yellow, the outer petals falling back and fading to palest yellow, 

Tess of the d'Urbervilles Red ff 41 4 8' Fragrance: Medium, Old Rose. A striking climber bearing large, bright crimson-red blooms

The Lady Gardener Apricot ff 24-40 4 4.5x4 Fragrance: Medium, Tea.  pure apricot, paling towards the edges.large, quartered rosettes, each about 4” across

The Lady of the Lake Apricot ff 2 12' pale pink, and of open formation,exposing a nice boss of golden stamens. fresh citrus fragrance.

The Pilgrim Soft yellow ff 140 2.8 12' Fragrance: Medium, Tea/myrrh. shade of soft yellow, the petals paling prettily towards the edges

The Poet's Wife Yellow fff 77 4 4x4 Fragrance: Strong, Fruity. rich yellow flowers, which pale over time. 



Tranquility White f 110 4 4x4 Fragrance: Light, Fruity. Buds are lightly tinged w/ yellow but as the flowers open, become pure white.

Vanessa Bell Yellow fff 30 2.5 4x3 Fragrance: Medium-strong, Tea. Pale yellow, paling to white at the edges; each has a rich yellow eye. 

Wollerton Old Hall Pale apricot fff 45 3.8 12' Fragrance: Strong, Myrrh.  blooms of pale apricot, eventually paling to cream. 

David Austin Roses 36" Trees $120.00
Carding Mill Apricot Orange ff 80 3 4x3 Blend of pink, apricot, and yellow giving the overall impression of orange. 

Desdemona White fff 52 3.5 4x3 Fragrance: Strong, Old Rose, Peachy pink buds open to beautiful, white, chalice-shaped blooms, a pinkish hue.

Emily Brante soft pink apricot,cream fff 100 3.5 4x3.5 Distinctive neat, flat blooms. Bushy shrub with strong upright growth. 

Molineux rich yellow ff 50+ 4 4x3 Growth is compact, even, and upright. Musky tea rose scent. 

Olivia Rose Austin Light Pink f 90 3.5 4.5x3.5 Fragrance: Light-medium, Fruity. Pretty buds open to beautiful, cupped rosettes of an even, mid pink coloring

Princess Anne Rich Pink ff 85 3.5 4x4.5 Fragrance: Medium, Tea.  deep pink, almost red, fading to pure rich pink. 

Roald Dahl Apricot ff 55 2.5 4x4 Fragrance: Medium, Tea. Soft orange-red buds open to medium-sized, cupped rosettes of apricot coloring.

Sceptered Isle Light Pink fff 45 3.5 5x4 Numerous cupped flowers, each with yellow stamens. 

The Poet's Wife Yellow ff 140 2.8 4x4 Fragrance: Medium, Tea/myrrh. shade of soft yellow, the petals paling prettily towards the edges















compact roses bloom in bright , bold colors from spring until fall


